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The Art of Armenia 2018-09-14

though immediately recognizable in public discourse as a modern state in a political hot zone armenia has a material history and visual culture that reaches back to the paleolithic era this book presents
a timely and much needed survey of the arts of armenia from antiquity to the early eighteenth century c e divided chronologically it brings into discussion a wide range of media including architecture
stone sculpture works in metal wood and cloth manuscript illumination and ceramic arts critically the art of armenia presents this material within historical and archaeological contexts
incorporating the results of specialist literature in various languages it also positions armenian art within a range of broader comparative contexts including but not limited to the ancient
mediterranean and near east byzantium the islamic world yuan dynasty china and seventeenth century europe the art of armenia offers students scholars and heritage readers of the armenian community
something long desired but never before available a complete and authoritative introduction to three thousand years of armenian art archaeology architecture and design

Ararat in America 2023-11-30

how has the distinctive armenian american community expressed its identity as an ethnic minority while assimilating to life in the united states this book examines the role of community leaders and
influencers including clergy youth organizers and partisan newspaper editors in fostering not only a sense of armenian identity but specific ethnic partisan leanings within the group s population against
the backdrop of key geopolitical events from the aftermath of the armenian genocide to the creation of an independent and then soviet armenia it explores the rivalry between two major armenian political
parties the tashnags and the ramgavars and the relationship that existed between partisan leaders and their broader constituency rather than treating the partisan conflict as simply an impediment to
armenian unity benjamin alexander examines the functional if accidental role that it played in keeping certain community institutions alive he further analyses the two camps as representing two
conflicting visions of how to be an ethnic group drawing a comparison between the sociology of religion models of comfort religion and challenge religion a detailed political and social history this
book integrates the armenian experience into the broader and more familiar narratives of world war i world war ii and the cold war in the usa

The Armenian Genocide and Turkey 2024-03-21

how is official denial of the armenian genocide maintained in turkey in this book hakan seckinelgin investigates the mechanisms by which denial of the events of 1915 are reproduced in official discourse and
the effect this has on turkish citizens examining state education media discourse academic publications as well as public events debating the armenian genocide the book argues that at the public level
there exists a grammar or repertoire of denial in turkey which regulates how the issue can be publicly conceptualised and understood the book s careful analysis examines the way that knowledge about
the genocide is censored in turkey from the language that must be used to publicly discuss it to the complex way in which selective knowledge and erased history is reproduced from 1915 and subsequent
generations until today it argues that denialism has become important to a certain kind turkish national identity and belonging and suggests ways in which this relationship can be unpicked in future

The Politics of Naming the Armenian Genocide 2021-09-23

this book explores the genealogy of the concept of medz yeghern great crime the armenian term for the mass murder and ethnic cleansing of the armenian ethno religious group in the ottoman empire between
the years 1915 1923 widely accepted by historians as one of the classical cases of genocide in the 20th century ascribing the right definition to the crime has been a source of contention and
controversy in international politics vartan matiossian here draws upon extensive research based on armenian sources neglected in much of the current historiography as well as other european
languages in order to trace the development of the concepts pertaining to mass killing and genocide of armenians from the ancient to the modern periods beginning with an analysis of the term itself he
shows how the politics of its use evolved as armenians struggled for international recognition of the crime after 1945 in the face of turkish protest taking a combined historical philological literary
and political perspective the book is an insightful exploration of the politics of naming a catastrophic historical event and the competitive nature of national collective memories

The Armenian Social Democrat Hnchakian Party 2023-11-02

this book based on new research sheds light on the history of the social democrat hnchakian party a major armenian revolutionary party that operated in the ottoman empire russia persia and
throughout the global armenian diaspora divided into sections which cover the origins ideology and regional history of the sdhp the book situates the history of the hnchaks within debates around
socialism populism and nationalism in the 19th and 20th centuries the sdhp was not only an armenian party but had a global marxist outlook and scholars in this volume bring to bear expertise in a wide
range of histories and languages including russian turkish persian and latin american to trace the emergence and role this influential party played from their split with the armenian revolutionary
federation and the events of the armenian genocide to the formation of the first armenian republic and then soviet armenia putting the hnchaks in context as one of many nationalist radical groups to
emerge in eurasia in the late 19th century the book is an important contribution to armenian historiography as well as that of transnational revolutionary movements in general
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The Armenian Diaspora and Stateless Power 2023-11-02

from genocide forced displacement and emigration to the gradual establishment of sedentary and rooted global communities how has the armenian diaspora formed and maintained a sense of collective
identity this book explores the richness and magnitude of the armenian experience through the 20th century to examine how armenian diaspora elites and their institutions emerged in the post genocide period
and used stateless power to compose forms of social discipline historians cultural theorists literary critics sociologists political scientists and anthropologists explore how national and
transnational institutions were built in far flung sites from istanbul aleppo beirut and jerusalem to paris los angeles and the american mid west exploring literary and cultural production as well as
the role of religious institutions the book probes the history and experience of the armenian diaspora through the long 20th century from the role of the fin de si�cle �migr� armenian press to the
experience of syrian armenian asylum seekers in the 21st century it shows that a diaspora s statelessness can not only be evidence of its power but also how this stateless power acts as an
alternative and complement to the nation state

Picturing the Ottoman Armenian World 2022-06-30

the armenian contribution to ottoman photography in the last decades of the empire has been well documented studios founded and run by armenian ottomans in istanbul contributed to the exciting
cultural flourishing of ottoman modernity before its dissolution after world war i less known however are the pioneering studios from the east in the empire s armenian heartlands whose photographic
output reflected and became a major form of documenting the momentous events and changes of the period from war and revolution to persecution migration and ultimately genocide this book examines
photographic activity in three armenian cities on the armenian plateau erzurum kharpert and van it explores how indigenous photography was rooted in the seismic social political and cultural shifts
that shaped armenian lives during the ottoman empire s last four decades arguing that photographic practice was marked by the era s central movements it shows how photography was bound up in
armenian educational endeavours mass migration and revolutionary activity photography responded to and became the instrument of these phenomena so much so that it can be shown that they were
responsible for the very spread of the medium through the armenian communities of the ottoman east and the rapid increase in photographic studios contributing to growing interest in ottoman and middle
eastern photographic history the book also offers a valuable perspective on the history of armenians in the ottoman empire

The Middle Ages in 50 Objects 2018-05-31

the holy and the faithful the sinful and the spectral daily life and its fictions death and its aftermath

Confronting the Borders of Medieval Art 2011-06-22

these essays examine art on the borders of the medieval world from china to spain they engage three related issues margins frontiers and cross cultural encounters historiographic problems and
pedagogical questions weave through the essays and the editors introduction

Bridging Times and Spaces: Papers in Ancient Near Eastern, Mediterranean and Armenian Studies 2017-10-31

this book presents papers written by colleagues of professor gregory e areshian on the occasion his 65th birthday the range of topics includes near eastern mediterranean and armenian archaeology
theory of interpretation in archaeology and art history interdisciplinary history historical linguistics art history and comparative mythology

Art and Religion in Medieval Armenia 2022-01-10

this latest volume in the metropolitan museum of art symposia series reprises the met s blockbuster exhibition armenia 2018 19 the first major exhibition on the art of this highly influential culture at
the crossroads of the eastern and western worlds building on the pioneering work of those who first established armenian studies in america these essays by a new generation of scholars address armenia
s roles in facilitating exchange with the mongol ottoman and persian empires to the east and with byzantium and european crusader states to the west contributors explore the effects of this tension in
the history of armenian art and how those histories persist into the present as armenia continues to grapple with the legacy of genocide and counters new threats to its sovereignty integrity and
culture
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Hammer of the Gods 2012-02-01

public interest in adolf hitler and all aspects of the third reich continues to grow as new generations ponder the moral questions surrounding nazi germany and its historical legacy one aspect of nazism
that has not received sufficient attention from historians of the third reich is the doctrine s origins in the thule society and its covert activities a munich occult group with a political agenda the thule
society was led by rudolf von sebottendorff a german commoner who had been adopted by nobility during a sojourn in the ottoman empire after returning to europe sebottendorff embraced a form of
theosophy that stressed the racial superiority of aryans the thule society attempted to establish an anti semitic working class front for disseminating its esoteric ideas and founded the german workers
party which hitler would later transform into the national socialist german workers nazi party several of the society s members eventually assumed prestigious posts in the third reich david luhrssen
has written the first comprehensive study of the society s activities its cultural roots and its postwar ramifications in a historical critical context both general readers and academics concerned with
european cultural and intellectual history will find that hammer of the gods opens new perspectives on nineteenth and twentieth century europe

Contextualizing the Muslim Other in Medieval Christian Discourse 2011-10-27

broadens the perspective of recent work on the discourse of the muslim other in medieval christendom by investigating pertinent texts art and artefacts situating these local discourses of the muslim
other in the larger cultural context of proto eurocentric discourse

Armenia between Byzantium and the Orient 2019-12-09

this volume commemorating the late armenian scholar karen yuzbashyan comprises studies of mediaeval armenian culture including the reception of biblical and parabiblical texts theological literature
liturgy hagiography manuscript studies church history and secular history and christian art and material culture special attention is paid to early christian and late jewish texts and traditions
preserved in documents written in armenian several contributions focus on the interactions of armenia with other cultures both within and outside the byzantine commonwealth greek georgian syriac
coptic ethiopic and iranian select contributions may serve as initial reference works for their respective topics the catalogue of armenian khachkars in the diaspora and the list of armenian catholicoi in
tzovk

Armenia 2018-09-22

at the foot of mount ararat on the crossroads of the eastern and western worlds medieval armenians dominated international trading routes that reached from europe to china and india to russia as
the first people to convert officially to christianity they commissioned and produced some of the most extraordinary religious objects of the middle ages these objects from sumptuous illuminated
manuscripts to handsome carvings liturgical furnishings gilded reliquaries exquisite textiles and printed books show the strong persistence of their own cultural identity as well as the multicultural
influences of armenia s interactions with romans byzantines persians muslims mongols ottomans and europeans this unprecedented volume written by a team of international scholars and members of the
armenian religious community contextualizes and celebrates the compelling works of art that define armenian medieval culture it features breathtaking photographs of archaeological sites and stunning
churches and monasteries that help fill out this unique history with groundbreaking essays and exquisite illustrations armenia illuminates the singular achievements of a great medieval civilization p p1
margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 14 0px verdana

APM - Archeologia Postmedievale, 17, 2013 - Montagne incise. Pietre incise. Archeologia delle risorse nella montagna mediterranea /
Carved mountains. Engraved stones. Environmental resources archaeology in the Mediterranean mountains 2014-12-11

montagne incise pietre incise archeologia delle risorse nella montagna mediterranea atti del convegno borzonasca 20 22 ottobre 2011 a cura di anna maria stagno questo volume riprende una delle
proposte fondanti dell archeologia postmedievale italiana l archeologia delle risorse ambientali a partire da oggetti concreti le montagne e le pietre incise appunto e attraverso punti di vista eterogenei i
contributi offrono un ampia rassegna di metodi e percorsi di ricerca ampliando la discussione a una riflessione sui paesaggi culturali e sui problemi della loro patrimonializzazione il volume si caratterizza
per il taglio fortemente diacronico dalla preistoria al xxi secolo e il confronto tra discipline e procedure di ricerca l approccio non � nuovo per la rivista e in particolare rimanda al numero 6 l
approccio storico ambientale al patrimonio rurale delle aree protette che gi� aveva proposto alla ricerca archeologica convenzionale i temi dell archeologia ambientale e dell ecologia storica il
monografico raccoglie i risultati dell international workshop on archaeology of european mountain landscapes borzonasca ge 20 22 ottobre 2011 promosso dal laboratorio di archeologia e storia
ambientale dell universit� di genova e finanziato dal parco naturale regionale dell aveto
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Ahlat 2010 2015

la quarta spedizione di ricerca sulle strutture sotterranee di ahlat turchia sud orientale nel 2010 si � sviluppata su quattro obiettivi principali che hanno aggiunto nuove significative conoscenze
sull habitat rupestre di questa vasta area vulcanica la parziale asportazione dei sedimenti che occludono un lungo cu nicolo sta rivelando un articolato reticolo ipogeo con interessanti prospettive
su sviluppo funzioni e tecnichedi scavo l individuazione di un quarto acquedotto sotterraneo e la probabile localizzazione della tomba diun martire cristiano del xv secolo in zone rupestri periferiche si
aggiungono a ulteriori ritrovamenti nel cuore stesso dell area archeologica un pozzo diverse cavit� adibite a depositi agricoli un edificio interrato zecca una neviera iscrizioni lapidee ecc the fourth
research expedition on the underground structures of ahlat south eastern turkey in 2010 developed on four main targets that added significant new knowledge about the rocky habitat of this wide
volcanic area the partial removal of sediments that occlude a long tunnel reveal an underground complex network with interesting perspectives about development functions and excavation techniques
the identification of a fourth underground aqueduct and the probable location of the tomb of a fifteenth century christian martyr in rocky peripheral areas join to other findings in the very heart of the
archaeological area a shaft many cavities used as farm storage a buried building mint a snow house tombstone inscriptions etc

Poets, Heroes, and their Dragons (2 vols) 2021-02-08

the present volume is a collection of articles published by professor james r russell of harvard university in various journals over the past decades

The Zoroastrian Flame 2016-02-16

for many centuries from the birth of the religion late in the second millennium bc to its influence on the achaemenids and later adoption in the third century ad as the state religion of the sasanian empire it
enjoyed imperial patronage and profoundly shaped the culture of antiquity the magi of the new testament most probably were zoroastrian priests from the iranian world while the enigmatic figure of
zarathushtra or zoroaster himself has exerted continual fascination in the west influencing creative artists as diverse as voltaire nietzsche mozart and yeats this authoritative volume brings together
internationally recognised scholars to explore zoroastrianism in all its rich complexity examining key themes such as history and modernity tradition and scripture art and architecture and minority
status and religious identity it places the modern zoroastrians of iran and the parsis of india in their proper contexts the book extends and complements the coverage of its companion volume the
everlasting flame

The Oxford Handbook of Byzantine Art and Architecture 2021

this handbook offers a wide ranging introduction to the richness and diversity of the arts in the byzantine world it includes thirty eight essays by international authors from prominent researchers to
emerging scholars on various issues and media discussions consider art created for religious purposes to enhance and beautify the orthodox liturgy and worship space as well as art made to serve in
royal and domestic contexts while byzantium is defined as the years 330 1453 ce some chapters treat the aftermath and influence of byzantine art on later periods arts covered include buildings and
objects from the eastern mediterranean region including the balkans russia north africa and the near east the volume brings together object based considerations of themes and monuments which form the
backbone of art history with considerations drawing on many different methodologies sociology semiotics anthropology archaeology reception theory deconstruction theory among others all in an up
to date synthesis of scholarship on byzantine art and architecture the oxford handbook of byzantine art and architecture is a comprehensive overview of a rich field of study offering a window into the
world of this distinct and fascinating period of art

The Oxford Handbook of Early Christian Archaeology 2019

this handbook brings together work by leading scholars of the archaeology of early christianity in the mediterranean and surrounding regions the 34 essays to this volume ground the history culture
and society of the first seven centuries of christianity in the latest currents of archaeological method theory and research

Roster of Members 2005

the armenian apocalyptic tradition a comparative perspective comprises a collection of essays on apocalyptic literature in the armenian tradition this collection is unprecedented in its subject and scope
and employs a comparative approach that situates the armenian apocalyptic tradition within a broader context the topics in this volume include the role of apocalyptic literature and apocalypticism
in the conversion of the armenians to christianity apocalyptic ideology and holy war the significance of the book of daniel in armenian thought the reception of the apocalypse of ps methodius in armenian
the role of apocalyptic literature in political ideologies and the expression of apocalypticism in the visual arts
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The Armenian Apocalyptic Tradition 2014-05-28

slant steps explores the vital role of the semi periphery artistic communities working between the provinces and the metropole premised on the collective fascination with the found object slant step the
book details a history of encounters among artists filmmakers critics and others operating in and out of the bay area during the long 1960s they revised the terms of the counterculture the appeal of
consumer goods and the surfaces and materials of industrial design and contemporary sculpture whether extending to international exchanges or shrinking to local coteries these circles helped develop
process funk and conceptual art as they forged new directions for the art world and its members yet when these groups degraded their own works alongside those of their rivals they made their political
and aesthetic commitments difficult to decipher reorganizing the ties between the visual arts and the new left merging sociologies of art with the tradition of social art history jacob stewart halevy
uncovers the oblique perspectives and values of the semi periphery revealing its enduring impact upon contemporary art above all in the field of pedagogy

Slant Steps 2020-09-15

the early years of the seventeenth century saw a great flourishing of dutch culture in the arts this was the era of vermeer and rembrandt as well as the development of a local art market commerce
extended around the world with state sponsored trading companies importing foreign goods politically the netherlands became the first nation state in europe in 1648 in this book claudia swan considers
all these aspects together examining the material culture of the period the designed manufactured and hand crafted materials and wares to show how the dutch encounter with so called exotic goods
played a fundamental role in the country s political formation

Rarities of These Lands 2021-03-09

cover half title title page copyright page table of contents list of figures list of contributors acknowledgments introduction 1 aural architecture in jerusalem rome constantinople and alexandria 2
the great outdoors liturgical encounters with the early medieval armenian church 3 byzantine chant notation written documents in an aural tradition 4 understanding liturgy the byzantine liturgical
commentaries 5 christ s all seeing eye in the dome 6 transfigured mosaic and liturgy at nea moni 7 we who musically represent the cherubim 8 spatiality embodiment and agency in ekphraseis of church
buildings 9 acoustics of hagia sophia a scientific approach to the humanities and sacred space 10 live auralization of cappella romana at the bing concert hall stanford university glossary
bibliography index

Aural Architecture in Byzantium: Music, Acoustics, and Ritual 2017-07-14

icons of sound voice architecture and imagination in medieval art brings together art history and sound studies to offer new perspectives on medieval churches and cathedrals as spaces where the
perception of the visual is inherently shaped by sound the chapters encompass a wide geographic and historical range from the fifth to the fifteenth century and from armenia and byzantium to venice rome
and santiago de compostela contributors offer nuanced explorations of the intangible sonic aura produced in these places by the ritual music and harness the use of digital technology to reconstruct
historical aural environments rooted in a decade long interdisciplinary research project at stanford university icons of sound expands our understanding of the inherently intertwined relationship
between medieval chant and liturgy the acoustics of architectural spaces and their visual aesthetics together the contributors provide insights that are relevant across art history sound studies
musicology and medieval studies

Icons of Sound 2020-11-23

jacques tati is widely regarded as one of the greatest postwar european filmmakers he made innovative and challenging comedies while achieving international box office success and attaining a devoted
following in play time malcolm turvey examines tati s unique comedic style and evaluates its significance for the history of film and modernism turvey argues that tati captured elite and general
audiences alike by combining a modernist aesthetic with slapstick routines gag structures and other established traditions of mainstream film comedy considering films such as monsieur hulot s holiday
1953 mon oncle 1958 play time 1967 and trafic 1971 turvey shows how tati drew on the rich legacy of comic silent film while modernizing its conventions in order to encourage his viewers to adopt a
playful attitude toward the modern world turvey also analyzes tati s sardonic view of the bourgeoisie and his complex and multifaceted satire of modern life tati s singular and enduring achievement
turvey concludes was to translate the democratic ideals of the postwar avant garde into mainstream film comedy crafting a genuinely popular modernism richly illustrated with images from the
director s films play time offers an illuminating and original understanding of tati s work
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Journal of the Society for Armenian Studies 2000

though immediately recognizable in public discourse as a modern state in a political hot zone armenia has a material history and visual culture that reaches back to the paleolithic era this book presents
a timely and much needed survey of the arts of armenia from antiquity to the early eighteenth century c e divided chronologically it brings into discussion a wide range of media including architecture
stone sculpture works in metal wood and cloth manuscript illumination and ceramic arts critically the art of armenia presents this material within historical and archaeological contexts
incorporating the results of specialist literature in various languages it also positions armenian art within a range of broader comparative contexts including but not limited to the ancient
mediterranean and near east byzantium the islamic world yuan dynasty china and seventeenth century europe the art of armenia offers students scholars and heritage readers of the armenian community
something long desired but never before available a complete and authoritative introduction to three thousand years of armenian art archaeology architecture and design

Armenian Sebastia/Sivas and Lesser Armenia 2004
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